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a focus on lexical semantics, graph-based algorithms for natural language processing, and multilingual natural language processing. She serves
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Abstract
With rapidly growing online resources, such as
Wikipedia, Twitter, or Facebook, there is an increasing number of languages that have a Web
presence, and correspondingly there is a growing
need for effective solutions for multilingual natural language processing. In this talk, I will explore
the hypothesis that a multilingual representation
can enrich the feature space for natural language
processing tasks, and lead to significant improvements over traditional solutions that rely exclusively on a monolingual representation. Specifically, I will describe experiments performed on
three different tasks: word sense disambiguation,
subjectivity analysis, and text semantic similarity,
and show how the use of a multilingual representation can leverage additional information from
the languages in the multilingual space, and thus
improve over the use of only one language at a
time. This is joint work with Samer Hassan and
Carmen Banea.
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